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designing architecture as a threshold 
between people and nature 





Personally, architecture is the best way of understanding the form 
that follows the function of every human life. Through history, lots 
of buildings have been designed from above, but not from an eye 
level, not at a human scale. However, I strongly believe that the real 
architecture is the one that studies first the humans and its daily life 
in order to materialise its needs and real dreams. Also, for me, that 
‘human architecture’ becomes a threshold of interaction between people 
and nature. I am pretty sure that if an extra-terrestrial would land 
tomorrow and study a good piece of architecture, he should be capable 
of getting an exact idea of how we live, how we can coexist, how we 
take care of our world and what are our aspirations. 

Besides, I foster architecture designs that take advantage of technology 
improvements to reach the best result of what we call resilient 
architecture. I believe that resilience is the next step after ecology and 
sustainability and that is what as an architect I want to fight for. My 
motivation for architecture also begins in how we can design better and 
more liveable places for people; not forgetting that is proved that the 
interaction with nature is the healthiest way to live.

ARCHITECTURE DESCRIBING HUMANS





experience references and portfolio available 

Barcelona, Spain
January-July 2015

NewFlat 

Architectural assistant
Collaborated with firm on project concept, design and development
Managed documents and coordination of refurbishment projects 

Washington DC, US
June-Dec 2016

Antunovich Associates 

Architectural intern
Prepared Schematic Design Documentation such as sketches, drawings, 
renderings, and video creation of different projects (residential and commercial)
Aided with drafting Design Development and Construction Documents
Assisted with Construction Administration duties

Barcelona, Spain
February-(present)

TAC Arquitectes 

Architectural intern
Assisted with the design of the New Palau Blaugrana and other projects
Produced 2d drawings, 3d models and visualizations

Barcelona, Spain
June-July 2012

COPCISA

Architectural intern
Assisted an architect in the construction documentation and management of a 
hospital, the Clinica Corachan Expansion.

Sabadell, Spain
June-July 2011

Servial Obres i Serveis

Architectural intern
Assisted an architect in the construction documentation and management of the 
new Vacuum waste collection network of the city of Sabadell. 

Barcelona, Spain
Sept-Dec 2014

Bimetric

Revit Architecture modeler
Oversaw the implementation of Revit software as firm standard
Coordinated BIM across disciplines on large and small scale projects
Produced detailed documentation (2d drawings, 3d models and visualizations)

Barcelona, Spain
Sept 2013-May 2014

Loreto Serra

Architectural assistant
Cooperated with a freelance architect on project concept and design 
Managed as assistant the building works

Prague, Czech Republic
June-July 2014

Atelier 90

Architectural intern
Participated in proposals
Managed documents and coordination of various project types
Produced CAD drawings, visualizations and physical models

Fribourg, Switzerland
June-July 2013

Frilingue

Volunteer
Monitored a language camp for young people with a low budget

education 

Bachelor of Architecture

University of Illinois
Urbana-Champaign, IL, US  
August 2015 - June 2016
GPA - 3,85/4,00

UPC, Barcelonatech
Sant Cugat del Valles, Spain
August 2011 - (present)
GPA - 3,78/4,00

skil ls

Proficient at 
Revit, Autocad, Microstation, 
Photoshop, InDesign, Illustrator 
& Sketchup
Working knowledge of 
Rhino & Archicad 

Hand drafting & sketching
Strong written, visual and verbal 
communication skills

languages

English (fluent - C2 level)
Spanish and Catalan (native)
French (intermediate)

honors

2017, PLADUR Spain+Portugal
Constructive Solutions Competition
1st local place entry
3rd national place entry

2016, University of Illinois, US
Earl Prize, Graduate Studio Award
1st place entry 

2015, PLADUR Spain+Portugal
Constructive Solutions Competition
2nd local place entry

2014, KNAUF Spain
Constructive Solutions Competition
1st place entry

2011, Barcelona, Spain
Research Project Competition
1st place entry

Barcelona, Spain 
(+34) 622 861 434
ignaciofdcs@gmail.com 
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COMMUNITY 2.0
STUDIO VIII 

UPC - BARCELONATECH IN 2015

SUMMER VILLA
JAPANESE ARCHITECTURE SEMINAR 

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS IN 2015

NATURARCH
STUDIO ARCH 574

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS IN 2015

SPATIAL HEDONISM
XVIII COMPETITION ARQUIA 

SPAIN IN 2017

HEALTH CARE IN PORTO
27TH COMPETITION PLADUR 

UPC - BARCELONATECH IN 2017

HYPAR LIFE
STUDIO ARCH 571

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS IN 2016

academic work 





This project aims to address the shortcomings and problems encountered 
in the majority of the block interiors of the Eixample in Barcelona. It is 
proposed to act on the inside of the block because this is understood 
as a large opportunity to reach an island energetically and socially 
more efficient. 

Project done in 1 semester.

COMMUNITY 2.0

STUDIO VIII 
UPC - BARCELONATECH IN 2015





[Academic use only] 
BLOCK INTERIOR GROUND FLOOR PLAN



[Academic use only] 

Therefore, the project is formalized by the concept of matt-building that 
also provides flexibility to use the spaces thus achieving an amalgam of 
people and uses that enriches the life of the Community 2.0.

Collective housing 
+ workshops
+ coworking
+ nursery

MIXTURE

ROOF

1st FLOOR

2nd FLOOR

BCN BLOCK



[Academic use only] 

SHARED APARTMENT FLOOR PLAN 

PERSPECTIVE & 
CONSTRUCTIVE 
CUTAWAY

[Academic use only] 

ROOF PLAN

[Academic use only] 





The main goal of this project is the creation of a new atmosphere in 
New York City by incorporating and even dissolving the architecture 
into nature; place where you could escape from your daily professional 
problems and find peace.

This projects understands that the mixture of public space and nature 
with private housing; having the certainty that variety (of people, 
architecture and nature) leads to wealth.

The footprint of the construction will change within time as the slabs 
are flooded forming waterways leading nature to its interior. Then, the 
added value of this project is clearly how nature itself plays to erase 
this architecture footprint and tries to reconquer what once was his.

Project done in 1 semester.

NATURARCH

STUDIO ARCH 574
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS IN 2015
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[Academic use only] 
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CROSS SECTION





After have been studying for a whole semester the Japanese architec-
ture, from vernacular to their contemporary architecture, I was assigned 
to design within three days a small summer villa. 

I chose the small fishermen town of Altafulla (Spain) to locate my 
house in front of the beach and between Mediterranean pines. The 
design is immersed in nature promoting the transparency as well as 
giving privacy to the bathroom and bedroom. Moreover, it plays with 
the path that takes the user to the beach.

Project done in 3 days.

SUMMER VILLA

JAPANESE ARCHITECTURE SEMINAR 
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS IN 2015

Group project with: Nevis Isaj
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GROUND FLOOR PLAN & LONGITUDINAL SECTION
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Creating a complete environment, creating life, creating community by:

CONNECTIVITY_using hypar surfaces to go from the Lowline to your 
bedroom. 
Interaction between programs: mixed use of spaces, variety of activity 
and flexible spaces.

HIBRIDITY_different gradients of ownership: 
Public-SemiPublic-CommunalSpaces-Private
Architectural thresholds: filters, porches, passages and shared spaces.

RESILIENCE_sustainability & energy self-sufficiency: 

Project done in 1 semester.

STUDIO ARCH 571
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS IN 2016
Earl Prize, Graduate Studio Award

1st place entry

HYPAR LIFE







CONNECTIVITY
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Welcome!

FIRST FLOOR

The Warhol Museum 
(33.250 sq. ft)
W1 entrance
W3 open gallery
W6 administration
W7 restrooms
W8 circulation
W10 exterior space
W11 storage
W/E program intersection

Essex Street Market 
(18.200 sq. ft)
E1 permanent stall
E3 eating area
E5 administration
E6 circulation

+ Public Space
(hypar connection) 

Residential 
(11.840 sq. ft)
R1 lobby
R2 recreation (indoor)
R7 circulation
R9 exterior space

GROUND FLOOR

The Warhol Museum 
(19.500 sq. ft)
W1 entrance
W2 lobby/tickets/coat check
W3 open gallery
W4 project space
W7 restrooms
W8 circulation
W10 exterior space

Essex Street Market 
(20.600 sq. ft)
E1 permanent stall
E2 flexible stall
E3 eating area
E4 restrooms
E6 circulation

+ Public Space
(hypar plaza + connection)  

Residential 
(16.150 sq. ft)
R1 lobby
R2 recreation (indoor)
R3 bike parking
R4 maintainance/storage
R5 laundry
R6 restrooms
R7 circulation
R8 mechanical
R9 exterior space

UNDERGROUND FLOOR

The Warhol Museum 
(33.800 sq. ft)
W1 entrance
W3 open gallery
W4 project space
W6 administration
W7 restrooms
W8 circulation
W10 exterior space
W11 storage
W/E program intersection

Essex Street Market 
(45.500 sq. ft)
E1 permanent stall
E2 flexible stall
E3 eating area
E4 restrooms
E6 circulation
E7 storage/maintainance

E/L program intersection

+ LowLine
(underground public park)

PUBLIC threshold



Provocative buffers

The intersection of The Warhol 
Museum and the Essex Street 
Market, as well as the Lowline 
with the market and museum, are 
designed as a great opportunity 
to exchange experiences between 
the different goals of each space.

Connection through volums

Following Norfolk Street, a 
pedestrain passage in between the 
two main volums is created by a 
hypar surface. Also, it is more 
than just a connection, it becomes 
a public plaza. Or a meeting 
point that connects directly to 
the LowLine and the underground 
market/museum.

Mobile market

Flexible stalls designed as mobile 
capsules have the chance to go 
out every sunny day and attract 
pedestrians to the Essex Street 
Market. Most of the market 
could actually be understood  as 
a covered structure where the 
flexible stalls are stored every 
night and a shelter during day 
to sit down and have the perfect 
brunch.



SELF-SUFFICIENT housing
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1  Zinc flashing
2  CLT Wood Pannel
3  Gravel
4  Separating layer
5  Drainage layer
6  Waterproof layer
7  Tapered insulation
8  Plaster board
9  Metal 'L' section
10  CLT Laminated Beam
11  Carpentry
12  Mobile sunscreen facade

13  Timber cladding
14  Air chamber
15  Facade insulation
16  Wood pavement
17  Electric underfloor heating
18  Acoustic insulation
19  Wood roof deck
20  Deck suport
21  Drainage tube
22  Water cannal colector
23  Opening for natural ventilation
24  Air filter
25  False ceiling

LEGEND
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Health care based on the resilience of the As Ilhas do Porto

This proposal revitalizes one of the housing structures called the Ilhas 
do Porto; spaces that have always been occupied by populations with 
fewer resources and, therefore, often subjected to abandonment and  
social stigma.

It proposes to adapt the existing edifications to improve its habitability 
being very considered with the preexistences and the social context in 
which the neighborhood is.
By preserving the main structures and intervening above all in those 
degraded properties that need an urgent renovation, HEALTH is 
promoted.

Project done in 3 days.

HEALTH CARE IN PORTO

27TH COMPETITION PLADUR 
UPC - BARCELONATECH IN 2017

Constructive Solutions Competition
1st local place entry



As stated in the project’s motto, it seeks to obtain a more livable place 
from the RESILIENCE of the island itself.
It is understood that a architecture resistant to change and looking for 
RESILIENCE can be defined from several fields:

- in sociology, it is the ability of social groups to overcome adverse 
results, rebuilding their internal links, in order to make their collective 
homeostasis prevail so that they do not fail in their own synergy.

- in ecology, the ability of communities and ecosystems to absorb 

disturbances without significantly altering their structure and functionality 
characteristics, being able to return to their original state once the 
disturbance has ceased.

- in technological systems, the ability of a system to withstand and 
recover from disasters and disturbances.

- in urbanism, it is the city’s capacity to withstand a threat, also to 
absorb, adapt and recover from its effects in a timely and efficient 
manner.
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1 : 3001 Level 2

1 : 3002 Level 3

1 : 3003 Level 1

PERSPECTIVA 2

C

FLOOR PLAN +75M 
E. 1/500

Thus, this architectural project goes beyond the terms of Sustainability 
and Ecology. Characterized by the flexibility of its spaces and the 
materials used (primarily thanks to PLADUR systems). In addition, a 
neighborhood that could become self-sufficient generating:

- electricity from solar panels
- heating and cooling from a geothermal energy collection system
- food thanks to the urban gardens
- collection of water for irrigation green spaces
- possible income from exhibitions







The first human condition: Hedonism

Pleasure as the only good of life. This we all have clear, although 
the current architectural supports do not support it. And that’s exactly 
what it’s all about, to generate support, a space where all the effort 
is focused on intensifying the pleasure of its inhabitants. And it is not 
a purely metaphysical pleasure but to include without prejudice physical 
pleasure, both individual and collective.

The proposal fits and justifies the transformation of the interior space 
of the Convent of the Angels, in Barcelona,   through a program that 
promotes an experience linked to pleasure and hedonism.

Project done in 2 days.

SPATIAL HEDONISM

XVIII COMPETITION ARQUIA 
SPAIN IN 2017



[Academic use only] 

[Academic use only] 

FLOOR PLAN 

LONGITUDINAL SECTION

The Convent of the Angels is a historical site with an overlay of stories 
on its walls. An obsolete enclosure, desperate to find the intensity of 
use it had once had. Currently managed by MACBA, it is the ideal 
place to be able to make the necessary modifications to become an 
exclusive space of human pleasure.

It aims to give life to the interior space in a different way, turning it 
into a spa where the nature of water, sand, vegetation, humans and 
animals are based on the same organism.

Likewise, temperature will play a key role in the sensory pleasure that 
the visitor will experience; Will create a great contrast between the cold 
interior of the stone walls and the warm thermal waters.

In addition, it will be a central meeting point where you can escape 
from the routine and the hustle and bustle of the city of Barcelona.

REFERENCE
Termas de Vals
Peter Zumthor









Barcelona, Spain
 ignaciofdcs@gmail.com  
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